
THE POWERFUL EMOTION OF HUMAN FEAR IN LORD OF THE FLIES A

NOVEL BY WILLIAM GOLDING

Fear is what William Golding's novel Lord of the Flies encompasses. ENG30S Fear is one of the most powerful
emotions that control the way any human being .

In this sense, the jungle represents the darkness, because it is an unknown place, with little light, where there
is the possibility of infinite horrors, including death. The different themes all show morals surrounding
situations both good and bad. In the novel, the boys find out that the only fear that is inevitable is fear itself.
They came for something else. Then, there and gone, Roger's fear of the old rules he abided to Bash her in. It
comes from not knowing whether or not a beast exists. This happens because people crave power and they
want to be in control. The freedom of having no parents while living in a society that doesn't enforce rules and
laws are eliminated. Fear of the unknown is a powerful force, which can turn to either insight or hysteria.
Throughout the entire book fear is what drives these young innocent boys into savagery, and what also pulls
most of them away from expectable human behavior. Fear got the best of Jack in the final chapter of the Lord
of the Flies. Destruction is the act of causing so much damage to something, that it is no longer repairable In
the novel The Lord of the Flies, the boys on the island are massively affected by fear, as it manipulates their
decisions and their way of thinking. How does fear in all of its forms influence the boy's attitudes and
behaviours. Then the breeze died too and there was no noise save the drip and tickle of water that ran out of
clefts and spilled down, leaf by leaf, to the brown earth of the island. The beast lay huddled on the pale beach
and the stains spread, inch by inch. Lord of the Flies is set during the time of World War 2 and is about a
group of year old boys who are hopelessly stranded on an uncharted island after a devastating plane crash
leaving them completely without adult supervision Are there any "knowns" that the boys fearâ€”like starving,
or never being rescued? How does William Golding use it in such a simple story of English boys to precisely
illustrate how truly destructive humans can be. Cut her throat. They think the beastie comes in the dark to get
them. Many who have read this story have been inspired in different ways, one of these groups being The
Rolling Stones. How does fear in all of its forms influence the boy's attitudes and behaviours? The savage's
whole existence is public, ruled by the laws of his tribe.


